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Map skill quiz

In time for National Map Reading Week, test your map reading skills with our map reading quiz. Did you like this one? You can also still try our 2016 quiz here. Maps are made by cartographers to help people navigate. Learn more about basic mapping using compass points, grid references, title, key,
scaling, and interpretation of Ordnance Survey maps. Download and install the latest version of Adobe Flash Player. 8 Questions | Total trials: 7024 Location State World Country City Imaginary parallels measuring distances North and South of the equator Represented by imaginary lines called parallels
that measure distances east and west of equator Imaginary lines called meridians measuring distances east and west of prime meridian Found on globes, but not maps _______ show the four cardinal directions and intermediate directions. The imaginary line that is zero degree latitude and divides the
Earth into northern and southern hemispheres is called: A map showing national and state boundaries and cities is called a: Prime Meridian divides the Earth in the eastern and western hemispheres and is located on the A Population Density map is an example of one: Title, scale, key, height, and weight
Title, scale, compass rose , imagined map, and legend Legend, direction, magentic compass, imaginary lines, and hemispheres Title, legend, scale, compass rose, important landforms such as mountains and volcanoes can be found on one: Top Trending Geography Map Skills Trivia Quiz! Geography
Map Skills Trivia Quiz! What we have here is a geography map skills trivia quiz! Maps have been used to display direction and different geographical functions in different areas. A good map is expected to have compass directions, key, title, grid references ... Question: 12 |  Attempts: 1000 |  Last
Updated: July 9, 2020 What are major land masses called? Basic mapping skills Trivia Quiz Basic mapping skills Trivia Quiz In the centuries past, most people could not know how to get to a place unless they studied the maps and followed their directions. Can you navigate correctly just using a map?
Record the quiz below on some basic maps... Question: 10 |  Attempts: 221 |  Last Updated: 23/05/2018   Key components of a map are the Test Basic Map Skills Quiz Test Basic Map Skills Quiz Read the statement and questions below, and then choose the best answer for the question. Question: 10
|  Attempts: 176 |  Last Updated: July 12, 2018 A map weight shows the ratio of actual distance to distance shown on maps The meaning of symbols on a map Landforms and physical characteristics on Earth The four cardinal directions and the four intermediate directions Question: 8 |  Attempts: 100
|  Last updated: Nov 26, 2015 According to the map, the campfire pit _______ is of the campsite. Campsite.
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